SANCHAR NIGAM EXECUTIVE’S ASSOCIATION(INDIA)
Rajasthan Telecom Circle, Jaipur
No: SNEA(I)/ Rajasthan/ Correspondence/2014-15 /47

Dated: 01/10/2015

To,
Chief General Manager
Rajasthan Telecom Circle
Jaipur.
Sub: Regarding pending grievances of members and procurement of essential
stores.

1. Acute shortage of essential stores :
Optical fibers, PLP Pipe, Splicing kits, Drop wire etc. are running short since
last two years in Rajasthan Circle. Due to acute shortage of these critical
stores, development and maintenance work of telecom network is suffering
badly. Poor maintenance of network badly affecting the quality of service;
which is going deteriorated day by day. Bad quality of service and poor
maintenance of network are main reasons for reduction in our customer base
in turn decreasing of our revenue day by day. So, it is requested that process
for procurement of these critical stores should be started earliest at
appropriate level. Tender for procurement of drop wire should be floated
earliest. Norms for using of Drop wire for installation of new telephone
connection and maintenance of telephone connection should also be got
revised at corporate office level. These norms had been fixed for upgraded
telecom network, but, here in Rajasthan, prevailing situation of network is not
existing as per standard norms fixed by BSNL headquarter.

2. Looking after arrangement in the cadre of SDE :
Presently about 200 posts in the cadre of SDE are running vacant in
Rajasthan Circle. Last looking after arrangement was made on 21/05/2014
for only 30 JTOs which has been terminated in the month of November,
2014.Our very senior JTOs, those have already officiated in the cadre of SDE
for four to five years, are facing very embarrassing position in day to day
working due to reversing the position by LDCE candidates who are working
as SDE of those JTOs who have previously worked as boss of present SDE.
So, it is requested that please arrange to issue orders for looking after
arrangement in the cadre of SDE for at least 100 posts so that our senior
JTOs may not feel embarrassing situation.
3. Relieving of officers on request transfer :
Request transfer orders has been issued by circle administration after
completion of four to five years of service at their place of posting in the
cadre of SDE and JTO on request of our association vide letter No. SNEA(I)/
Rajasthan correspondence /2014-15/44 dtd.25.07.2015. Most of the
officers have been relieved but some of them have not been relieved till
today as listed below:
S.No. Name of Officer

Desgn.

1
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

JTO
“
“
“
“
SDE
SDE
SDE

Mr. Pramod Tailor
Mr. A.K.Chittoria
Mr. K.K.Sonwal
Mr. R.K.Jain
Mr. N.K.Joshi
Mr. R.C.Sharma
Mr. S.K.Agarwal
Mr. B.L.Gupta

Place
of Place of transferred
Posting
station
Chittorgarh
Udaipur
“
Kota
Sirohi
Ajmer
Jaisalmer
Udaipur
Jodhpur
Jaisalmer
Jhalawar
Kota
PGMTD
Corporate Office
Alwar
Corporate Office

In lieu of JTOs on Sl. No.1&2 two JTOs has been already joined at
Chittorgarh and they had been posted against officer has to be relieved on
transfer. Request of Mr. K.K. Sonwal was considered as a special case on
medical ground as amenity from transfer due to serious illness of his kid.

4. Cancellation of transfer order of Mrs. Chetanya Sharma:
Mrs.Chetnya Sharma was transferred from Jaipur TD to Ajmer TD vide letter
No. STA/8-15/2h-9/JTO/R-TFR/2012-103 dtd.11.05.2012. She met an
accident on 12 Nov.2012 due to falling from ladder and got fractured in L1
disc collapse. She remains in bed for six months. Her orders kept held in
abeyance vide STA/8-15/Ch8/JTO-R-TFR/2014-185 dtd.30.01.2013,STA/815/Ch9/JTO/2012/59
dtd.08.07.2013,STA/8-15/Ch-9/JTO/R-Tfr/2012/83
dtd.29.11.2013,STA/8-15/Ch-9/JTO/R-Tfr/2012/86 dtd.03.01.2014 and
STA/8-15/Ch.11/JTO/R-Tfr/2014/47 dtd.03.07.2014 dtd.30.09.2014 up to
30.09.2014. She has been relieved vide ST-2/12/JTO/Trf&postg/15-16/143
dtd.03.08.2015 from PGMTD, Jaipur to Ajmer TD. Her recent X-Ray Lumbo
sacral spine AP /LAT view report is attached with this letter, report shows
wedging of elapse of L1 vertebra and reduce joint space between L5-S1
vertebra. Doctor advised for avoiding sternness activities like driving of
vehicle, using stairs, continuous sitting, travelling etc. otherwise she can
met to paralysis. In this situation she alone cannot service out of Jaipur. So
it is requested that her transfer order may please be cancelled on
humanitarian ground.
5. Change of posting of Mr. M.S.Shekhawat from Alwar TD to Jaipur:
Mr. M.S.Shekhawat AGM has been transferred on own cost vide BSNL
Corporate Office, New Delhi order No. 412-12/2005-pers/dtd.17.07.2015
from BSNL Corporate Office to Rajasthan Circle. He has been posted at
Alwar TD vide Circle office memo No.STA/8-11/TP/Ch-LIX/2015-16/31
dtd.21.07.2015. Before transfer to Corporate office from Rajasthan
CircleMr. M.S.Shekhawat have served at Sikar SSA for two and half years,
after serving at Corporate office for two and half year his request has been
considered by Corporate office for own cost transfer to Rajasthan Circle. He
is practically out of Jaipur since last five years. So it is requested that his
posting station should be changed from Alwar to Jaipur so that he can
discharge his social responsibilities while serving to BSNL.

6. Held in abeyance the transfer orders till 31.03.2016:
Our CWC member Sh. B.N.Goyal, SDE Udaipur and Sh. M.K.Sharma, SDE
Udaipur has been transferred from Udaipur to Sirohi vide letter No. STA/85/Rotational trf/CO/09-10/38 dtd.29.05.2014 on long stay basis to fill up
the shortage at Sirohi. So many SDEs those stay is more than Mr. B.N.Goyal
and M.K.Sharma have not been transferred. So it is requested that transfer
orders of these both SDEs has to be held in abeyance till transfer orders of
other SDEs those are having more stay then both of them has been issued
by Circle office to maintain the parity.
7. Cancellation of transfer order of officers on attaining the age of 57 years:
Some of officers have been transferred before two-three years but their
transfer orders have been held in abeyance by circle office on various
grounds. Now these officers have attained or crossed the age of 57 years.
Rajasthan circle has adopted the general practice that after attaining 57
years of age an executive will not be transferred from one station to other
station. So it is requested that transfer orders of those executive they have
cross the age of 57 years should be cancelled to maintain the parity as
being done in other similar cases.

So, it is requested that your honor should personally look in to these vital
issues of HR & development and got them resolve immediately, so that, the
long pending grievances of our executives can be resolved and our customer
base may be strengthened.

(S.S.Rajput)
Circle Secretary
SNEA Rajasthan

